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The Boise State College production of Bertholt Brecht's "Threepenny Opera" begins at 8:15 p.m. on April 11 in the Subal Theater following a dress rehearsal.

Updated by Robert Dewey, the opera (actually more a musical) is set in London, England during the 1930's and concerns itself with the urgent occurring after World War I and the resulting rebellion against authority.

"Threepenny Opera" is a combination of opera and drama and music departments.

Develops the production while Alvin S. Reed, assistant as music director. Robert Davis, student director and technical direction, Mazie Madison handles lighting, and Virginia Kremetz is dance supervisor. Stage manager for the production is T. Lee Kelly.

The cast consists of the German poet, Bertholt Brecht, was taken from one of the first significant musicals composed for the English stage.

John Gay's "Beggars' Opera," which was written in the 1720's. The German composer, Kurt Weill, provided the musical score which consists of German-American jazz songs.

The story concerns the life and times of a street singer, Macheath, leader of a gang of Thieves, and his satirical attitudes towards morals and values.

Music for each performance will be provided by a three piece group composed of Larry Chabot, pianist; Carol March, organist; and Dennis O'Connell, drummer.

Tickets for the nightly performances are available in the Subal Theater from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Students and faculty are admitted free with their activity cards while tickets for the general public are $2 for adults and $1.25 for students without BSC activity cards.

Reservations for tickets can be made by calling 385-1382.

AT RIGHT: Nathan Davis, seated, plays the role of Mr. J.J. Peachment, father of Polly, in Boise State College's production of Bertholt Brecht's "Threepenny Opera," which opens Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the Subal Theater. Tickets are available at the Subal box office, open daily from 3 to 7 p.m.
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College Receives Grants, Scholarships And Awards

Boise State College has received two grants for the next school year according to Dr. Gerald R. Reed, director of special projects.

One grant is from the National Science Foundation for an in-service institution in earth sciences. The award is for $7,800.

The other grant is from the National Science Foundation for an in-service institution in earth sciences. The award is for $8,000.

The recipient must have a Journalism education degree in earth sciences and be in the Boise State University undergraduate program.

Applications can be made by contacting the Director of Financial Aid, or the Boise State College Alumni Vocational School.

**SERVICE SCHOLARSHIP**

Two $5,000 awards, one each to an individual and a group for outstanding volunteer service are available to qualified applicants by Lane Bryant Volunteer Awards.

Entries must be submitted for judging before May 1, 1969 accompanied by a statement not exceeding 400 words describing the nominee's activities and their impact on the community and those being served.

Further information, and official nomination forms may be obtained by writing: Lane Bryant Volunteer Awards, 465 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

**JOURNALISM STIPEND**

Six new scholarships will be available for incoming freshmen who are interested in working on the Arbiter next fall, Director of Financial Aid, Richard Reeder said today.

The $200 scholarships will be awarded to high school graduates who have journalism background.

Students do not necessarily have to be journalism majors or minors, Reeder added.

Those prospective journalists interested in the scholarships should contact Reeder immediately.

**VOC-TECH AWARD**

Power Tool and Machinery Company, 809 College Boulevard, Boise, announced a scholarship award of $100 toward registration fees of a student continuing at Boise State College. Vaughn E. Robertson, company treasurer,
Bright Crusades Against ‘Words’

Paul Bright, the illustrious sheriff of Ada County, has struck again in his personal crusade as “defender of the faith.” It seems that Sheriff Bright has been delightfully complicated with the protection of the morals of the youth of Ada County.

Starting in the recent months with the banning of “Candy” with the cooperation of Boise Mayor Jay Amyx and Boise City Police Chief John Church, Sheriff Bright has been concerned with the drug use problem in the Boise Valley. Drug use is one of the U.S. prime social problems, but Sheriff Bright has done his civic duty given drugs was the greater problem in Idaho.

One of Sheriff Bright’s latest “things” has been the fight against “obscene language” and pornography in the Boise area. Since neither the U.S. Supreme Court nor the Courts of Idaho have definitely defined these terms, it makes enforcement difficult and almost leaves the definition to the individual.

The “dirty word” controversy came to a head last week when Sheriff Bright attempted to obtain a warrant for the arrest of Sam Day, Editor of the Interurban Observer. This allegedly SDS founder Thomas Hayden in his news coverage of the Borah Symposium on war and violence held at the University of Idaho. Controversy raged over Day’s use in a March issue, of what Bright termed “obscene phrases,” with persons threatening to cancel the subscriptions to the Observer. Ellison M. Matthews, Ada County Prosecutor, drafted Bright’s request for a warrant, but warned Day in a letter that continued use of “four-letter words” would be a violation of Section 18-1101 of the Idaho Code.

Last Thursday, the BJC Young Americans for Freedom (Y.A.F.) sponsored a program on the “New Left.” The program slated to run the tapes of “Marching to Music” by Hayden and Conservatism and Liberalism, Philip Abbot Luce. Along with these speeches was an anti-communist cartoon and an article entitled “Revolution Underground.” The tapes were supposed to have been run, but Sheriff Bright who also ran the cartoons, said that Sheriff Bright had asked BJC Chapter President Michelle Glass to have the tapes. YAF complied willingly.

With the tapes edited, much of the essence of both speakers’ talks was lost, thus destroying the impact of the tapes. Most of the people of the State of Idaho have undoubtedly heard similar stories at least someplace. The morals of the people will be corrupted by hearing the same stories time and again. The Sheriff’s opinion most would be followed by Hayden would not tolerate his language. Sam Day was shown the people of Idaho what Hayden was like, were the YAF tapes. In his crusade for high ideals, the sheriff seems to be overlooking this point, only seeing them as “four letter language.”

The sheriff’s comment on Day’s article was that “I believe that we, as a nation, have a constitutional right to keep written material that goes into our homes as news media, which is readily accessible to all children.” In the history of the world, one can observe that one of the first stages in the form to government is that of pursuing our own good, in our own way. So long as we do not attempt to deprive others of their freedom to pursue their own good, in their own way, we have the right to control the news media through censorship.

The right of the freedom of speech and the freedom of the press as guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution and by the constitution of the State of Idaho. John Stuart Mill, in his essay “On Liberty,” says that the right to educate our children, free from gutter philosophy, is the right of the community. In his crusade for high ideals, the sheriff seems to be overlooking this point, only seeing them as “four letter language.”

The right to choose their own entertainment without some one else’s interference is that of the individual. Each person is the proper guardian of his own health, whether physical or spiritual. When does the NON-censorship of an item begin? The only freedom which deserves the name is that of pursuing our own good, in our own way. So long as we do not attempt to deprive others of their freedom to pursue their own good, in their own way, we have the right to control the news media through censorship.
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GARY PUCKETT, center, and his "Union Gap" will appear in concert Friday from 8 to 10 p.m. in the Boise State College Gymnasium. Students and the general public have until Friday to purchase advance tickets from Holinger, Alexander in the Hillstreet Shopping Center and at the information booth in the foyer of the SUB. Admission prices for advance tickets are students, $1 for general and $2 for reserved; public, $2 for general and $3 for reserved. Students must be given time to consult their authority to release Indisent defendants awaiting trial who have not been convicted and thus do not have the opportunity that they would not have if they were confined and thus do not have the opportunity that they would not have if they were detained. These predictions of violence, we will not improve with time. Overestimating inclines the judge to error on the side of confining rather than of releasing. Many years of experience are often only one year of experience repeated many times. It is unreasonable to predict that the past becomes the foundation for the future wisdom.

The establishment feels that defendants are kept in jail too long. Nevertheless, the danger core residents could be held in temporary pre-trial detention when they have been charged with a crime and when their pre-trial release presents a danger to the community. The conditions giving rise to this preventive detention are difficult to understand. A person who commits a crime cannot stand trial on the day of his arrest, he must remain overnight to consult with his lawyer and prepare a defense. The concept of a speedy trial rarely takes more than a few days, and even if the case and trial has been going on for two years or more, a defendant would probably be held more than one year. Thus, it a statute is enacted now authorizing the confinement of all persons awaiting trial who are judicially predicted to commit violent crimes, then the development of such refined criteria would be seriously retarded.

The proposal for preventive detention is that judges will keep expanding the definition of "danger." Thus, it a statute is enacted now authorizing the confinement of all persons awaiting trial who are judicially predicted to commit violent crimes, then the development of such refined criteria would be seriously retarded.

This is a collection of the greatest hits of the last three Mothers to be considered Pugs but no one can challenge his claim to be another Pugs but no one can challenge his claim to be another Pugs but no one can challenge his claim to be another Pugs but no one can challenge his claim to be another Pugs but no one can challenge his claim to be another Pugs but no one can challenge his claim to be another Pugs but no one can challenge his claim to be another Pugs but no one can challenge his claim to be another Pugs but no one can challenge his claim.

Consider this album just for laughs and for the guitar solo arc no less lhat great! "Daddy" is lhe bCSl sung on lhc album. The establishment feels that defendants are kept in jail too long. Nevertheless, the danger core residents could be held in temporary pre-trial detention when they have been charged with a crime and when their pre-trial release presents a danger to the community. The conditions giving rise to this preventive detention are difficult to understand. A person who commits a crime cannot stand trial on the day of his arrest, he must remain overnight to consult with his lawyer and prepare a defense. The concept of a speedy trial rarely takes more than a few days, and even if the case and trial has been going on for two years or more, a defendant would probably be held more than one year. Thus, it a statute is enacted now authorizing the confinement of all persons awaiting trial who are judicially predicted to commit violent crimes, then the development of such refined criteria would be seriously retarded.

This could be done by giving to the Associated Student Body offices in the SUB.
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Developing Institutions Meet Stresses Formula Infalliability

In the Northwestern states, no formulas approach to funding higher education is good in all respects, was the conclusion reached at the Boise State College Developing Institutions Seminar devoted to financing.

Dr. Ray Keeter, Vice Chancellor for Finance, State University of New York at Albany, agreed that the Northwestern problems are generally found on an even larger basis. Dr. Keeter was a discussion leader for the two-day seminar recently which included college presidents and institutional representatives form nine Northwestern colleges and universities.

These seminar representatives are some of the best in financing state supported colleges within the region, according to Dr. Gerald R. Reed, Director of Special Projects, who coordinated the seminar.

Dr. Keeter's remarks indicated that a certain kind of formula is a good one for a mature institution of a rather stable nature, such as some schools in California and Colorado. However, he said the same formulas that work well in one setting may not meet the needs of an emerging institution and development place different kinds of stresses on the institution. He noted that a formula, after all, is only a guide and not a gospel.

It was brought out most states use several forms to arrive at dollar costs, and Dr. Charles J. Flora, President of Western Washington State College in Bellingham, said his state's formulas were good because they were flexible and related to the financial needs of each institution in Washington. He suggested the heads of each College and University in Idaho meet and develop procedures for funding proposals related to Idaho's needs.

The seminar was the third and final in a series of three exploring the nature of a developing institution.

Award Winner

FATTI SWEETNAM of Emmett has been awarded the Hummel, Hummel, Jones and Shaver scholarship of $100. Daughter of the Richard E. Sweetnams of Emmett, Fatti is majoiing in art and may enter art education on the secondary level. The Scholarship, which goes to a student chosen by the art faculty, is made annually to a freshman art student who continues study at BSC as a sophomore.

by Jane Dunn

How many BSC students know that $11.96 of their tuition fees go for student services each semester? Student Health Center personnel report that students must be unaware, for very few use the service to which they are entitled.

According to Jeine Brown, assistant director, at the center, $4.98 is spent for health fees, $5.80 is allocated for the protection held under Blue Cross, and an accident coverage being available 80% of hospitalization is paid for with this plan. Laboratory and diagnostic fees not included for accidents.

A recent program initiated at the center is that of Preventive Medicine, which protects both individual and the community, by immunizing every student on campus. In November, 740 students received vaccination information were distributed among the campus with negligible record. A total of 313 students responded. Reimmunizations are required and when the individual is accompanied, the letters or have not kept up the inoculations so administered, she should contact the center.

In addition, for six years, students who take or carry cigarettes are charged for the loss of health. The charges are $10.50, and no fee is charged.

The “World’s Finest Hamburger” by C. J. Evans

Mr. william Gottenberg, Vice-President in Charge of Special Affairs at BSC, is also a Spanish teacher. He figures he is the best English-Spanish teacher in the entire United States this year. Mr. Gottenberg cleared himself through custom at 11 in front of his classroom, while he was on a State Department mission in Mexico and America in 1961.

A member of the BSC faculty since 1947, Mr. Gottenberg in 1957 was named official host for the United States Department of State. From that date to 1961, he received 166 foreign representatives from every country.

Once he lined up accommodations for 30 Russians and set up a bus tour of the area for them. He planned three local Russian-speaking persons abroad as “journalists” who noted the mood and reactions of the visitors to Idaho’s farms and industry. The “journalists” then reported to Mr. Gottenberg, who in turn, passed the report on to Governor Sansom and the State Department.

On his 1962 visit to every Caribbean country, he made speeches in Spanish and served as an American counterpart of our Rotary, Kiwanis, and Women’s Garden Clubs.

For six years following Mr. Gottenberg’s 1963 visit to the Soviet Union, he served as Vice President of the college. Then, in 1969, he was able to settle down and he retired. He has since been a volunteer at the Idaho Heart Hospital.

First, the Gottenbergs flew over the Arctic to Norway. They took a boat from Stockholm to Finland, then by car to a huge lake in the middle of Sweden and the Gottenberg museum there. Mr. Gottenberg's college facility with languages made him a natural at international Samoanism.

A dark stranger meandered around the museum. “I looked best, so I spoke to him in Norwegian,” Mr. Gottenberg (whose father was Norwegian) related. “No response, so switched to Spanish. The man was quite taken. I said hello in Spanish, and could use the local folk. Our non-U.S. friend found him, lodging, and then showed him off to the last Spaniard feeling good toward the United States. ***

A history that stretches back to 1861, when a Missionary before Christ is involved in a trip to South America, the following seemed modest. Mr. Gottenberg sponsored a mission for six years in Russia.

The many Latin American tourists, and especially the host through the years, he recognized. “I found no hostility and witnessed no riots,” he said. “Of course there is great poverty in every country.”

In Quito, Ecuador, Mr. Gottenberg stayed with a doctor who had visited in Boise. The doctor's son wants to attend BSC.

Upon arriving, a letter awaited our knowledgeable teacher of Spanish, from the doctor's son, it said, “I am studying English.”
MEMBERS OF THE TRIDENT SORORITY from left are Paula McGoldrick, Social Chairman; Jean Johnson, Madeline Sweert, Jaxi Caro, Kris Toning, Linda Sparks, Judy Cobey, Julie Lachemela, Janet Nayer, Vicki Harti, Kathy Spain, Vice President Jare Jackson, Jo Ann Trummell, Janet Barbour, Connie Coleman, Diane Ball, Terri Woodall, and Sandy Boyd. Not pictured are Secretary Terry Amilletegui, Shannon Cory, Manilo Martinez, and Patty Valle.
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The book is the outgrowth of a workbook by Dr. Phillips, used at Boise State for several years, based upon a theory of intellectual development originated by a Swiss psychologist, Dr. Jean Piaget.

Dr. Phillips says the book may be used as a supplementary text for courses in child or educational psychology, or for those in general psychology, cognitive processes, learning, and physiological psychology.

"Piaget's theory is currently a focus of discussion among psychologists," said Dr. Phillips, "but it is not well presented in undergraduate level books. My purpose in writing it was to make the theory understandable to college students in undergraduate courses."

According to the author, Piaget's theory has implications beyond what is usually thought of a child development. It is a way to investigate "how we know," or how man comes by knowledge. One such way, suggests Piaget, is to study the subject genetically... "Watch the thinking machine (man) grow," observed Dr. Phillips.

The originator of the theory began his investigations in the 1920's and is still doing research and study. Dr. Piaget was first a zoologist, and then became interested in philosophy; "genetic epistemology," in particular, is a common name for his theory, even today. He began at that time, and has continued ever since, to research and publish on the general problem of "how we know," but in the process, he became the world's foremost authority on child psychology.

"Piaget's theory of intellectual development," Dr. Phillips stated, "rivals, in scope and importance, Freud's theory of personality development."

In the fifth faculty lecture of the year Wednesday evening, Dr. Phillips spoke on the topic of "Determinism in Behavioral Science."

---

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,

Ted Gibson does not support the Ky Government because it is "oppressive. Are we to assume, then, that he supports the NLF Government because it is not oppressive? Perhaps Gibson will be good enough to inform us when Ho Chi Minh last allowed parliamentary elections, social demonstrations, or a political campaign by an opposition party.

Gibson states that the NLF and Viet-Cong "have wide-spread support among the people." Yet, in the same paragraph, he says "The Viet-Cong terrorism has been aimed at the populace." If the populace is so manifestly pro-Viet-Cong, why then is it necessary for the Viet-Cong to terrorize them?

The war is not a civil war, international law, which had the audacity to formulate itself without Mr. Gibson's approval, is clear on this point. Both Hanoi and Saigon send, and receive, diplomatic representatives. Because of this diplomatic exchange, North and South Vietnam are, under international law, tacitly recognized as sovereign, independent states. And two sovereign, independent governments cannot fight a civil war.

Gibson says: "I support the NLF." So, what else is new? Gibson has made it obvious that he has a veritable appetite for ideological mauvais gras, just as long as he can feed from the swill-pail of Bolshevik sociology. Gibson's political eating habits are certainly his private affair but I do become concerned when, after gargling himself, he continually belches in public.

Respectfully yours,
D.C. Anderson, Jr.

Summer School Expanded

Boise State College will offer an expanded summer school program during its 2 four-week summer school sessions, according to Summer School Director Dr. A.H. Chatburn.

Numerous lower and upper division courses in the areas of physical and life sciences will be available, along with additional education courses and workshops. A complete course listing will be available for interested students the last part of April, he said.

Samuel B. Righter, Director of Admissions and Summer School Registration, indicated a new pre-registration process will be tried on a selected group of students for summer school. This will be an experimental project which is intended for eventual expansion in future registrations.

Because of the expected increase in summer school enrollment, the ISC gym will be used for registration in June 8, and July 12 for the second session.

---

The Boise Marche

"Scottie" AM - FM Stereo Receiver & Phono

Ideal for Dorms or Small Apartments

We also carry a very fine "Scott Compact"

PRICES FROM $199.95 EASY TERMS

Jack Donovan Piano & Organ

818 Jefferson

Hrs: 9:30-6:00 6 days a week

---

MODEL Cathy Maker

"The Alpine Look"

*Flair Leg Trousers by SHIPMATE: $13.00

+Quarter Steve Blouse by SHAPIR: $9.00

+Shoes by EUROPA: $26.00

Bon Marche
Maine Vice-presidential candidate banquet speaker the evening of the state chairman. April 18. The event, which will be held in the Hotel Boise, will also feature Idaho's Senior Senator Frank Church, who will introduce Sen. Muskie.

A SCENE from "The Bald Soprano," by Eugene Ionesco, the first Boise College play that Robert Dewey directed. From left to right are: John Chaichalis, John Penison, Gynna Callen (now Fitzgerald), Jan Perkins, Randy Kiesz, and Opal Cooper.

Muskie to Appear at April Demo Meet

Boise State College's Dr. John Caylor is the general chairman of the Democratic Party's Annual Jefferson-Jackson Day Banquet, to be held in Boise, April 18 and 19, according to E. T. Waters, state chairman.
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Batmen Win 3 of 4 Games During Homestand With CSI

The Broncos of Boise State won three games of a four game homestand with the College of Southern Idaho March 28 and 29.

In the first game of a Friday afternoon doubleheader the batmen were riding the crest of a six-game winning streak. Five runs in the first and five more in the second gave the Bronco hurlers a 10-2 win over the College of Idaho. A 1-0 lead in the sixth inning when little Steve Miller unloaded a bases loaded shot to blow the Golden Eagles the spark they needed to go on to defeat the Broncos 9-2.

John Goltier led off the CSI sixth with a single and Tom Appenroth and Jackie Masters followed to load the bags. Boise hurled three more batters and the Golden Eagles the spark they needed to go on to defeat the Broncos. Machine Gun Moody followed with a double to score two more and Jim Rogers followed with a single to score two more. The Golden Eagles scored five runs in the sixth after they had two outs on them.

At leadoff in the seventh inning, Steve Peterson hit a double to lead off the first. After the runners moved to second and third with a passed ball and came home on a hit batsman. Forrey, "Butch" Frisch, Karl Smedley, Mike Hardin, Steve Hinson, Jacob Harper, Joe Johnson, Tom Kelly, "Rocky" Lima, Tany Matayoshi, Dave MacKinnon, Rob MacLaughlin, Rich Dickson captured the seventh win for the Bronco hurlers. Dickson won his second straight with a 1.07 earned run mark.

The Bronco hurlers were presented varsity letters to sevent-five players. Cross Country four varsity letter-winners, Basketball seven varsity lettermen guard Doug Woolsky, who was named NAIA second team All-American, leading the list. Other team members included, Dennis Band, Terry Baldwin, Scott Bowles, Abe Brown, Alan Ellis, Steve Fisher, Dave Kontoy, Fred "Tough" Frisch, Van Gantt, Jim Gilley, Claude Gray, "Rocky" Lima, Gary Givens, Eric Gutierrez, Mike Hardin, Steve Hinson, Jacob Harper, Ken Johnson, Tom Kelly, "Rocky" Lima, Tany Matayoshi, Dave MacKinnon, Rob MacLaughlin, Rich Dickson captured the seventh win for the Bronco hurlers. Dickson won his second straight with a 1.07 earned run mark.
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The Bronco hur...
Boise State, Idaho and Idaho State chucked up identical 3-1 marks in the first NCAA Track and Field meet last weekend for a share in the top spot.

Idaho State clipped Boise State 9-5 then defeated Oregon 4-3 to clinch the title.

In the second round, Idaho State also handled Weber State 3-1 to finish the track meet in third place, after their 9-5 loss to the Bengals bounced back to edge Montana State 9-2.

Boise and Idaho State each went into Saturday’s schedule with two successive wins since Friday's first round.

The Bronco's dual match with Idaho State netted Ward three firsts. Ward won the 440 dash in 50.3 and the 110 high hurdles in 15.5 and the triple jump at 44'1". Doug also netted the winning 440 relay squad with a 43.6 clocking.

Boise captured five of the ten firsts. Ward captured a pair of firsts. Ward won the 440 dash in 50.3 and the 110 high hurdles in 15.5 and the triple jump at 44'1". Doug also netted the winning 440 relay squad with a 43.6 clocking.

The only double winner for Boise was Rich Hutchins. Rich has been a prominent player for Boise for several years. Playing in the number three position for BSC.

The following afternoon the Broncos won four singles matches and one doubles. The Missionaries could not muster only one singles match and one double as Boise again proved too strong.
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Boise won eight of the nine matches in posting a convincing 8-1 win over College of Southern Idaho.

The team rose up two more wins to run their winning margin to 13-1. The Missionaries could not muster only one singles match and one double as Boise again proved too strong.
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